
2022 CEP Vancouver Mentorship Program
Meet the amazing mentors lined up for the coming year!

Applications Open: December 8, 2021 -  December 31, 2021
 

Questions? Contact mentor@cepvancouver.org
 
 

Klaryssa Lawrie, Environmental Technologist, Dillon Consulting Limited
Klaryssa is an Environmental Technologist with over eight years of broad technical experience in solid waste management. She is currently

working for Dillon Consulting Limited in Richmond, BC. Her recent waste management experience includes providing project assistance
thr ough roles such as project manager, project coordinator and project supervisor for a variety of different zero waste, waste prevention,

waste diversion projects such as waste composition studies, stakeholder engagement and education, program planning, operations
reviews, solid waste management master plans and development of waste reduction and diversion strategies for commercial industries.

Klaryssa has recently completed a Zero Waste Strategy for a BC municipality. 

Alan Shapiro, Consultant, Shapiro & Company
Alan Shapiro is a Vancouver-based water and sustainability consultant and an instructor in BCIT's School of Business + Media. Through
his consultancy, Shapiro & Company, he has worked with industry, non-profit, and research sector clients on projects ranging from
mapping Canada's water innovation landscape to engaging freshwater organizations around resilient recovery. Since January 2021,
Alan has been leading Foresight Cleantech Accelerator Centre's waterNEXT network, a national initiative to support the
commercialization and adoption of Canadian water technologies. You can find Alan on LinkedIn or on Twitter at @watercomm. 

Craig Dedels, Advisor, WSP Climate Risk and Resilience
Craig is a Registered Professional Planner and serves as an Advisor on WSP’s Climate Risk and Resilience team. He holds a Master of

Planning from Dalhousie University and a Bachelor of Science in Geography from the University of Victoria. He has seven years of
experience guiding environmental, sustainability, and land use planning for governments, public sector institutions, and private sector

clients. Craig has a holistic understanding of climate change planning issues, and specialized knowledge in climate risk and resilience
planning. He also has experience in broader community planning, including long-range, development and land use planning. Craig has

a strong interest in stakeholder engagement processes and bringing people together to explore important ideas.
 

Carla Pellegrini, Executive Director, Food Stash Foundation
Carla has over ten years of experience in non-profit and for-profit community development, social finance and operations
management. Prior to joining Food Stash, she worked for over four years to help establish and grow New Market Funds, a B Corp
certified impact investing firm in Vancouver, and before that launched the Vancouver office for Sonder, a hospitality tech start-up.
Before moving to Canada, she worked abroad with One Acre Fund in Kenya and the US Peace Corps in Nicaragua. She holds an MPA
from Columbia University and a BA from Boston College.

 

Iona Bonamis, Senior Transportation Planner, City of Vancouver
Iona Bonamis is a proud first generation Chinese-Canadian, born and raised in the unceded territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm

(Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh Úxwumixw (Squamish Nation), and səlilwətaɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations. She is thankful to be able to live,
work and raise her two young boys with her husband in these territories now known as East Vancouver. Iona has over 13 years of

experience in transportation planning and over 20 years of experience in the sustainability field. Over this time, she has worked with
public and private agencies at all levels to develop, analyze, implement, and monitor short- and long-term policies, plans and projects

that promote sustainable transportation and communities. Iona also owns her own small business, where she helps people live
greener and manages a neighbourhood-scale zero waste station in her own backyard.

 
 
 

Michelle Reid, Community Engagement and Activation Lead, B Lab US/Canada
Michelle supports the growth and nurturing of the B Corp movement for B Lab US/Canada, which is supported by the Business
Development Bank of Canada. She creates connections by building B Local Communities by providing resources, guidance and collective
action opportunities to strengthen the B Economy and B Corps within Canada. Michelle is passionate about the local economy and the
impact of local purchasing, and supports organizations such as Loco BC where she served on the Board of Directors. Michelle is
constantly striving to ensure that companies are using the best practices for their employees, the environment and the community they
reside in and takes great pride in being able to support the redefining of success in business. 

 



Kristy O'Leary, Co-Founder, Decade Impact
Kristy is a multidisciplinary systems thinker with an innate ability to identify leading edge entrepreneurs and align them with untapped

opportunities to drive breakthrough change. She was raised on Main St. in an entrepreneurial family, attained a unique education in both
fine arts and political theory, and is a natural facilitator. Her passion and purpose have coalesced around empowering entrepreneurs to

affect positive social, environmental and economic change. She has developed disruptive, future-focused impact plans for companies
internationally. A radical generalist and B Corp Ambassador, she has experience in food security, renewable energy, commodity

agricultural products, aboriginal technology, and natural resources. She employs Environmental, Social and Governance auditing, B Corp
Certification, impact measurement, design thinking and radical collaboration in order to drive results for her clients and partners.  

 
 
 
 
 

Ian Hanington, Senior Editor and Writer, David Suzuki Foundation
Ian Hanington is Senior Editor and Writer at the David Suzuki Foundation and is co-author with David Suzuki of Just Cool It! and
Everything Under the Sun. During 15 years at the Foundation, he has held a range of communications positions, including media
specialist and communications manager. He has worked as a researcher, news reporter, opinion-column writer, critic and editor for a
variety of newspapers and magazines, including Kamloops This Week and Business in Vancouver, and was editor of Canada’s largest
alternative newsweekly, the Georgia Straight. He lives in Vancouver, B.C. 
 

 

Colienne Regout, Founder and CEO, Look4Loops
Since 2011, Colienne Regout has helped various organizations to increase their economic, social and ecological impact mainly in Europe
and Canada. Starting in facilitating Corporate Social Responsibility and in implementing Sharing Economy initiatives, she is now using the
Circular Economy to enhance processes from the beginning until the end of their life cycles. Day-to-day, as the founder of Look4Loops,
she blends her knack for enhancing collaboration with her research, operations, and user experience expertise to optimize the use of
resources and design out waste. On that note, she sub-teaches at BCIT, organizes workshops, and facilitates the serious game 'La Fresque
de l'Economie Circulaire' and ‘Climate Collage’. She is currently focusing on core-businesses strategies and packaging as her ‘Unboxing
Your Packaging’ podcast can testify. As a Circulab certified consultant, she also benefits from shared knowledge and co-developed tools
thanks to over seventy worldwide colleagues. 

 

 

Rob Fisher, Program Manager, Scale Collaborative
Rob has over fifteen years of experience managing, developing and delivering programs for federal and provincial governments in the
UK, US and Canada in the fields of immigration, public safety, foreign policy and business engagement. In 2018 he shifted his focus to

work that helps build the resiliency and capacity required to address the numerous social, economic & environmental challenges facing
our local communities. Scale Collaborative works with government, nonprofit and private sectors to support a variety of programs and

initiatives that support community and socio-economic development including social procurement, social enterprise, social finance and
broader social impact work. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Neil Pegram, Vice President of ESG Industry Engagement & Development, Measurabl
Measurabl is the world’s most widely adopted ESG data management solution for commercial real estate, helping over 55,000 commercial
buildings bring their Sustainability/ESG data from building meters through to capital markets. Externally, Neil drives business development

and ESG engagement with global real estate industry associations. Internally, Neil is focused on product development for capital markets
such as institutional real estate investors. Previously Neil was the Director of Americas at GRESB, a global industry-driven benchmarking

organization committed to assessing ESG performance of real asset portfolio, and also the Head of Sustainability at Morguard Investments,
one of Canada’s largest fully integrated real estate companies where he developed their GRI Standard sustainability reporting program and

directed ESG initiatives. Neil has also worked in both private and public-sector consulting and research positions. In 2014, Neil was
honoured as one of Canada’s Clean50 for his "outstanding contribution to sustainable development and clean capitalism". 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Michelle Laurie, Independent Consultant
For more than twenty years Michelle Laurie has worked with leading agencies around the world to achieve their sustainability goals. She

facilitates multi-stakeholder dialogue, strategic design of networks and partnerships, and supports projects related to global change, health
and the environment. Depending on the scope of work, she draws from her extensive network of collaborators ensuring clients a strong
team to meet their needs. She is comfortable in executive board rooms, online, or in the field. She has worked in 20 countries, holds an

MSc in Environment & Development from the London School of Economics and speaks English and French. She is based in Rossland,
British Columbia.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nelson Lee, P.Eng., Founder, Green Sky Sustainability Inc.
Green Sky Sustainability Inc. specializes in mitigating GHG emissions, adapting to climate change and enhancing resilience. Nelson has
advised corporations and governments on strategies for improving their sustainability related to environment, health, and safety (EHS)
performance for over 30 years in a variety of industry sectors across the globe. He has completed 400 GHG verifications, in BC and beyond.
Nelson represents Canada in developing ISO standards such as the ISO 14064-1 standard, and volunteers as Vice Chair of the Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy and the Environmental Professionals Divisions of Engineers and Geoscientists BC (EGBC). When he was
the Chair of the Sustainability Committee, he guided the development of EGBC’s Climate Change Action Plan - a first in Canada.

 

 

Carly Weston, Environmental Advisor, Pembina - Vancouver Wharves
Carly's background includes working for several marine bulk terminal facilities in both Canada and Australia, with a primary focus on
ensuring compliance with internal and external regulatory environmental obligations, including coaching operations staff and managing
site environmental monitoring programs. In a former life she was an Environmental Consultant with Stantec undertaking survey work for
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in remote areas of Western Australia. In her spare time, she is a keen snowboarder, and member
of the Greater Vancouver Interactive Arts Society. 

 



Nishadi Liyanage, Senior Specialist, Sustainability Reporting, Teck Resources Limited
Nishadi is a Sustainability & ESG Specialist with over a decade of experience in Sri Lanka, Australia, and Canada. 

Nishadi is an alumna of the University of Colombo, Sri Lanka, and subsequently received a full-ride scholarship to pursue a Master's degree
in Sustainability at the University of Sydney, Australia. She migrated to Canada in 2019 and has since been working at Teck Resources

Limited in the space of sustainability and ESG reporting. Nishadi is also a former UN SDSN Youth Local Pathways Fellow, and an alumni of
the World Economic Forum's Global Shapers Community.  

 
 
 
 
 
 Victor Martinez, Founder and Director, Out & About Urban Mobility Inc., Professor, Kwantlen Polytechnic University

Victor is an industrial designer with 22 years of experience. He works as a professor at the Wilson School of Design at KPU, and also
recently launched the start-up Out & About focusing on active transportation. In 2009, Victor cofounded Ecopilia, a spin-off company from
his research on biodegradable materials. He has 17 years of experience teaching industrial design, and 14 as a researcher in the fields of
biodegradable materials, alternative urban mobility and systems thinking for design. Victor received his PhD in 2016 from Northumbria
University, UK. The project explores the early stages of new product development and how to integrate sustainability criteria. His personal
interest subjects are: systems thinking, complexity, sustainability and new business models, all applied to the design process of products,
services or systems.

 

 

 

Matthew Strand, National Health and Safety Manager, QuadReal Property Group
Matthew has worked at the intersection of business, environment and community for the past 20 years. Currently, Matt works for
QuadReal, a global real estate company based out of Vancouver. His responsibilities include leading the company's accessibility
strategy, facilitating QuadReal's response to COVID-19 and its commitment to indoor air quality, developing the company's health
and safety program, and working on elements of the climate change adaptation strategy. Matthew is also currently a Board Member
for HUB Cycling and previously held a position as a consultant in communications and sustainability.

 

 

 

Scott Bohachyk, Director of Youth, Ocean Wise
Scott has been working in the fields of international development, education and sustainability for over a decade. Based in Vancouver,
Scott has been the Director of Youth at Ocean Wise for two years, designing, implementing and evaluating an innovative suite of
national and international youth development programs that focus on the inextricable link between ocean health and climate change.
Previous to his time with Ocean Wise, Scott spent five years with the United Nations Association in Canada managing a department
focused on creating international internship experiences for Canadian youth within the UN systems and sustainability careers based in
Canada. In 2017 and 2019, Scott was elected to represent North American civil society at the third and fourth United Nations
Environment Assemblies (UNEA) in Nairobi, Kenya. 

 

 

 

Lindsey Ackerman, Senior Consultant, ESG Services, ERM
Lindsey works for ERM in Seattle for their ESG services, initially focusing on remediation. She is a Geological Engineer, registered in both the

US and Canada and acquired her degree from UBC. Lindsey's previous role was as a Project Manager for a geotechnical engineering and
construction company, Nicholson Construction. Projects included foundation design/installation for new wind farms within the US,

design/installation for geotechnical applications for nuclear site remediation, abandoned mine land remediation and many others. Previous
experiences include working with Hatch on their hydro-dam investigations and assessments, and Tetra Tech as a Environmental Engineering

Tech. Lindsey also worked with hazardous waste characterizations for the TransCanada LNG pipeline. Working in both consulting and
construction has provided different perspectives and experience to work with organizations and communities to have better outcomes.

Veronika Bylicki, Executive Director and Co-founder, CityHive 
CityHIve is a non-profit on a mission to transform the way young people are engaged in shaping their cities. A lifelong Vancouverite, Veronika

is passionate about creating more sustainable, resilient, just cities and amplifying the meaningful engagement of citizens, particularly youth,
in addressing urban challenges. Veronika completed her BSc in Global Resource Systems at UBC, with a specialization in Urban Sustainability,

Policy and Planning. Her experience includes working in sustainability education, sustainability engagement, environmental policy and
participatory design. She was awarded as a Top 25 Under 25 Environmentalist in Canada in 2015, has delivered a TEDxYouth talk on Urban

Sustainability and was a Social Innovation Fellow at RADIUS SFU. Veronika is currently a Commissioner on the Vancouver City Planning
Commission and Board Member for CityStudio Vancouver. .

Andrea Inness, Forest Campaigner and Executive Team Member, Ancient Forest Alliance  
Andrea (she/her) is a passionate conservationist. As campaigner and Executive Team member at the Ancient Forest Alliance, she works to

protect BC’s endangered old-growth forests through advocacy and collaboration, and has led AFA through a significant period of campaign
success and growth. Andrea has also provided strategic planning, communications and community engagement support for public

infrastructure and sustainability projects and for national and international environmental non-profits, including the Australian Marine
Conservation Society and The Nature Conservancy’s Asia Pacific Region. She also currently serves on the Board of Directors for the Canadian

Parks and Wilderness Society’s BC Chapter. Andrea holds a B.A. from the University of Waterloo and a M.Sc. from the University of
Queensland, Australia, specializing in conservation and natural resource management.

Jennifer Tan, Climate Strategy and Performance, Vancity
Jennifer is passionate about environmental sustainability and co-operatives. Over the last 17 years with the Vancity Group, Jennifer has
held many diverse roles. Previously to her current role focused on climate, she was part of a small strategic planning team which
resulted in the launch of the first Canadian sustainable finance bank, committed to partnering exclusively with organizations focused
on driving positive social, economic and environmental change. Prior to this role, she worked in the Facility and Environmental
Management team involved in Vancity’s green buildings design and build, data collection and reporting on Vancity’s operational carbon
footprint, driving reductions in operational greenhouse gases and engaging employees in environmentally sustainable behaviour.

 


